42nd Loudoun County Regional Science & Engineering Fair
John Champe High School
41535 Sacred Mountain Street, Aldie, VA 20105

Timeline for Judges

Friday, March 15, 2024 - Project Preview

RSEF Google site with virtual elements opens, Abstract book available online at https://www.lcps.org/rsef, Judges assignments sent out

Wednesday, March 20, 2024 - Judging

Morning Session

7:00 – 8:00 am  Judge Registration, Breakfast, Judges may preview projects
8:00 – 8:15 am  Judge Briefing (please plan to arrive no later than 8:00 am)
8:15 – 9:00 am  Judging, no students present at projects
9:00 – 11:45 am Judging, student Interviews, students at projects

Midday Session

12:45 pm  Deadline for each Category Chair to bring the names of Winners in all categories to the Awards Coordinator

Deadline for names of Special Award Winners to be brought to the Awards Coordinator

Afternoon Session

12:45 – 1:15 pm  Category Chairs ISEF Finalist Selection Briefing
1:15 – 3:30 pm  Category Chairs begin the ISEF Finalist Judging of First Place Winners
3:30 – 4:00 pm  ISEF Finalist Judging concludes. Judges return to Aux Gym to confer selection of ISEF Finalists

Thursday, March 21, 2024 - Awards Ceremony

4:30 pm - 9:00 pm  Fair is open to the public. Exhibition of RSEF projects
Student participants are present at their projects from 6:00 – 7:00 pm

7:00 pm  Awards Ceremony in the auditorium

http://www.lcps.org/RSEF